
           Session 2         PANDEMIC PROOF FAITH                 Week 2 
Everything that was written in the past was written to teach us, 

so that through the endurance taught in the Scriptures 
and the encouragement they provide we might have hope.

Romans 15:4

-  Week Five: The Plague of Justinian  (541-542 A.D.)  - 

OPENING THOUGHTS 

Death Toll: 25 million 
Cause: Bubonic Plague 
          (Yersinia pestis) 

Length: 3 Years 

 Thought to have killed perhaps 
half the population of Europe, 
the Plague of Justinian was an 
outbreak of the bubonic plague 
that afflicted the Byzantine 
Empire and Mediterranean port 
cities, killing up to a quarter of 
the population of the Eastern 
Mediterranean and devastating 
the city of Constantinople. 
   Generally regarded as the 
first recorded incident of the 
Bubonic Plague. At its height it 
was killing an estimated 5,000 
people per day and eventually 
resulting in the deaths of 40% 
of the city’s population. 
  As one of the early Western 
“Christian” emperors - Justinian 
had expended huge amounts of 
money for wars against invaders 
(in an attempt to merge the 
Easter and Western empires) 
and construction of new 
churches. 
  the plague caused tax 
revenues to decline through the 
massive number of deaths.  the 
disruption of agriculture and 
trade - as the price of grain 
rose in Constantinople - caused 
the collapse of any attempt at 
unity. 

The Church of Christ in 500 AD 

  The plague's long-term effects on European and Christian 
history were enormous. 
  at this point in history, christianity had moved from a minority 
cult into the official religion of the Roman and Byzantine 
empires through the work of Emperor Constantine. 
  Faith was beginning to be dependent on the government- with 
full sponsorship of building churches and church officials.  
By this point however, their world was already divided into two 
halves: Latin (roman empire - roman catholic church)  
and Greek (Byzantine - Eastern orthodox church). 

1 Devastating Economic Impact 
  As the disease spread to port cities around the Mediterranean, 
The City of Constantinople (named after the emperor who had 
finally declared himself as a Christian, and christianity as not 
only legal, but the official faith of the Government) was 
devastated. This, in turn, affected every other city in the empire. 

2 Potential for Unity of the church Destroyed 
   Justinian’s grand dream of reuniting the two halves of the 
Empire, East and West, was destroyed by the practical and 
economic impact of the plague. consequently, the Greek and 
Latin churches remain separated to this day.  
 The plague weakened the Byzantine Empire at a critical point, 
when Justinian's armies had nearly retaken all of the Western 
portion of the political world. briefly in 554, the reunification 
occurred, but fourteen years later, the invaders easily over 
took the poorly financed christian army from the east. 

3 Official Response of the Western church 
  The Plague claimed the life of Pope Pelagius II and extended 
beyond it’s most impactful three years of tragedy. 
  in 590 AD, his successor, Gregory the Great, was elected Pope. 
he called on God’s mercy for the end of the plague by 
organizing a massive procession around Rome (carrying an image 
of Mary, the mother of Jesus, and chanting the litanies).  
  When the procession reached the Mausoleum of the roman 
Emperor Hadrian, Gregory said that he saw an angel of the Lord 
standing atop the castle, wiping a bloody sword and sheathing 
it. The new pope declared that This was a sign of the an end to 
the plague and had a statue of Michael, the arch-angel, placed 
atop the castle.

Using a number between 1(low/never/etc) - 10 (high/always./etc), over the the past 6 months… 

    How much have you been affected by the ECONOMIC decline?  _______  why? 

    How did the impact of the disease in major cities affect your life? _______  why? 

    How often were any relationships around you broken or strained? _______  why? 

    How much was your community of faith’s unity strained or divided? _______  why? 

    how often did “official” proclamations (secular or church) affect you? _______  why? 

    How often did you hear the pandemic was “over” or “diminishing”? _______  why? 



 Discussion Part I You’re the God of this city (economic impact)…  

 Discussion Part II Blessed be the tie that binds (unity destroyed)…  

 Discussion Part III Any golden calf will do (western church’s response)…  

CLOSING THOUGHTS 

CLOSING PRAYER 
Father, give me discernment. Move me past trusting in finances, cities, government or performances that I’ve put in place of You. 

Help me to seek those things that keep me unified with other believers so that, together, we can place our full faith in You.  
Amen. 

From Discussion 1- You’re the God of this City 
Over the last 6 Months, what was the impact of this disease on major cities?  
How has that affected me and my faith?  

From Discussion 2- Blessed be the ties that bind 
Over the last 6 Months, What unifying acts/events/opportunities  
   have been missed in our world due to the impact of the pandemic?  
How has that affected me and my faith? 

From Discussion 3- Any golden calf will do 
Over the last 6 months, where did presentations by officials (local, regional,national;  
    inside or outside the church) feel like “Pomp and circumstance”    
   rather than an authentic process that actual affected change? 
How did that affected me and my faith?

“Patiently put up with each other and love each other. 
Try your best to let God’s Spirit keep your hearts united. 

Do this by living at peace..”
Ephesians 4:2-4 (CEV)

My thoughts…

“A ruined city lies desolate; the entrance to every house is barred.
In the streets they cry out for wine, all joy turns to gloom,

    all joyful sounds are banished…”
Isaiah 24:10-11

My thoughts…

“Who asked you to bring me all this when you come to worship me? 
Who asked you to do all this tramping around?

It's useless…I am disgusted with the smell of the incense you burn.
I cannot stand your Festivals…and your religious gatherings; 

they are all corrupted by your sins…
they are a burden that I am tired of bearing.”

Isaiah 1:12-14

My thoughts…


